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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

I am an economist and a lawyer who teaches at Yale Law School. Counsel for plaintiffs have asked for my opinion regarding three issues that are relevant to whether a class should be certified in this case and, ultimately, to a determination of disparate impact liability:

(1) In this case, can the legal elements for disparate impact liability be analyzed on the basis of available information with aggregated statistical analysis?

(2) Are there alternative credit pricing policies that Honda Finance could implement that would either eliminate or produce a smaller disparate impact?

(3) What might cause any racial disparities that are found?

The first section of this report discusses, in general, the appropriate methodology for statistical analysis in disparate impact cases. The remaining four sections respond to each of these questions.

I have nine central opinions:

(1) The elements of disparate impact liability – including the business justification defense – are amenable to aggregate statistical analyses based on existing and available information contained in Honda Finance’s electronic databases which can control for a host of individual borrower factors. The results of these aggregate analyses can resolve questions of fact that are common to the members of the class.

(2) Because there is strong prima facie evidence that Honda Finance’s credit pricing system produces a disparate racial impact, Honda Finance can only avoid liability here if its markup policies are found to be consistent with “business necessity.” In analyzing whether disparate impact caused by a defendant’s policy is justified, it is necessary for statistical regression analysis to control for all “legitimate business

1 A full statement of my qualifications can be found at the end of this report.

2 If counsel requests, I will undertake additional work to respond to defendant’s evidence, including any expert reports offered.
needs” of the defendant. See Official Staff Commentary, to ECOA Regulation B, Section 202.6. However, in a disparate impact case, it is equally important that the statistical analysis not control for factors that do not represent “legitimate business needs.” Simply put, disparate impact analysis tests whether a decisionmaker’s reliance on unjustified factors has produced a disparate racial impact. This test cannot be done unless the unjustified factors are purposefully excluded from the analysis.

(3) Evidence of borrowers’ individual creditworthiness can be controlled for in an aggregate analysis. Honda Finance relies on a credit scoring system which by law must be “empirically derived, demonstrably and statistically sound.” Thus, all credible individualized factors upon which Honda Finance relies for determinations of a given borrower’s creditworthiness already exist in Honda Finance’s centralized data.

(4) The racial disparities found in the amount of markups are not driven by differences in either the dealers’ or Honda Finance’s cost of providing lending services.

(5) In determining whether there is an unjustified disparate impact (after controlling for “legitimate business needs”), it is inappropriate to consider individualized factors – such as borrower negotiation skills or borrower preferences – because these factors are not related to either the dealers’ or Honda Finance’s cost of doing business. They are not related to the individual borrowers’ creditworthiness or their ability to repay the loan.

(6) The racial disparities in markups are not the by-product of market competition
between different lenders, but are rather the by-product of an absence of such competition.

In other cases brought under the ECOA, defendant financing companies have argued that common questions of fact do not predominate because it is necessary for the Court to conduct an individualized (disaggregated) inquiry into each borrower’s negotiation skills, preferences and a host of other factors that might affect the ability of dealerships to extract supra-competitive revenue from individual borrowers. It is my opinion that these factors should not be controlled for. These factors should be excluded from the aggregate analysis, not because they have no effect on the markup the buyers paid,\(^3\) but because any effects that they might have do not qualify as legitimate business needs.

A large variety of alternative markup policies would likely reduce the disparate racial impacts uncovered in the Honda Finance data. Most basically, reducing the dealerships’ discretion in setting markups is likely to reduce the racial disparity. Compensating dealers with a flat dollar amount for arranging the loan would eliminate the racial disparity. Reductions in the racial disparity could also be accomplished with various forms of markup caps, commission caps, consumer disclosure or affirmative lending programs.

Evidence from social science studies, from the record in this case, and from other cases brought under ECOA, suggest that the racial disparities in finance charge markups found were caused at least in part by (i) Honda Finance’s credit pricing

---

\(^3\) The defendant, however, has introduced no credible evidence of any such effect.
system which gives dealerships discretion to engage in opportunistic race-contingent decisionmaking; and (ii) Honda Finance’s credit pricing system which gives dealerships discretion to make non-race inferences about borrowers’ willingness to pay supra-competitive\(^4\) markups (which adversely impact African-Americans) .

I. AN INTRODUCTION TO DISPARATE IMPACT TESTING

In order to determine the appropriate econometric model to test for discrimination in the context of a legal claim brought pursuant to a civil rights statute, an econometrician must first determine whether the underlying legal claim is based on a “disparate impact”\(^5\) analysis or a “disparate treatment” analysis. This is necessary due to the absence of an intent element in a disparate impact analysis, as noted in Watson v. Fort Worth Bank & Trust, 487 U.S. 977, 987 (1988) (“The factual issues and the character of the evidence are inevitably somewhat different when the plaintiff is exempted from the need to prove intentional discrimination.”).

Because disparate treatment and disparate impact theories of discrimination have distinct elements, it is appropriate when testing for disparate treatment and disparate impact to use distinct statistical methods. When econometricians attempt to test for disparate racial treatment, the goal in a regression analysis is to control for all of the non-race variables that might have explained a particular set of decisions. The regression asks in essence whether -- after controlling for all potential non-race variables – the race, say, of a loan applicant determined the finance charge markup

---

\(^4\) “Supra-competitive markup” means a markup that exceeds a dealership’s expected costs of arranging and/or processing Honda Finance loans. The concept of “cost” includes earning a reasonable economic profit as a return on capital invested. See infra note 15.

\(^5\) This is also commonly referred to as an “effects test.”
she would be asked to pay.

In disparate treatment cases – as opposed to disparate impact cases – what statisticians call “omitted variable bias” is often a primary concern. If a disparate treatment regression fails to include (or “omits”) a non-race variable upon which the decisionmaker actually based her decision, then the regression can erroneously indicate that the decisionmaker treated minorities differently than whites. For example, if (1) the decisionmaker has a practice of charging higher finance charge markups to applicants without a high school diploma and if (2) the pool of applicants without diplomas is disproportionately comprised of minorities, then omitting from the regression whether applicants graduated from high school might bias the test of disparate treatment. The regression might superficially indicate that the decisionmaker demands higher finance markups from African-Americans when in fact the decisionmaker demands higher markups from applicants without diplomas.

But tests of disparate impact require a different statistical method. Under a disparate impact theory, it is possible for decisionmaking policies that are facially race neutral to give rise to liability if they disproportionately burden the plaintiff class. For example, a practice of charging higher finance charge markups to applicants without a high school diploma still makes out a legal claim if this non-race criterion results in a disparate racial impact that has no business justification.

Under a disparate impact theory, it is necessary to intentionally exclude (that is, “omit”) non-race variables from a regression to test whether those variables produced a disparate racial impact. In disparate treatment regressions, the idea is to test whether, after controlling for all possible non-race factors, there is still a racial disparity in decisionmaking that can be attributed to the decisionmaker’s intentional discrimination. But in a disparate impact case, the idea is to test whether
non-race factors might have caused a racial disparity in the first place. It is inappropriate to control for these non-race factors in the regression under a disparate impact theory, because the statistician wants to see whether these non-race factors produce racially disparate outcomes.

For example, in a stylized version of *Griggs v. Duke Power Co.*, 401 US 424, 431-2 (1971), the Supreme Court’s first disparate impact case, one could imagine running a regression to test whether an employer was less likely to hire African-American applicants than white applicants. It would be possible to control in this regression for whether the applicant had received a high school diploma. Under the facts of *Griggs*, such a control would likely have reduced the racial disparity in the hiring rates. But including in the regression a variable controlling for applicants’ education would be inappropriate, because the Court found that the employer in *Griggs* had no legitimate reason to require a high school diploma for the manual labor positions being filled. The central point of *Griggs* was to determine whether the employer’s diploma requirement had a disparate racial impact. The possibility that including a diploma variable would reduce the estimated race effect in the regression would in no way be inconsistent with a theory that the employer’s diploma requirement disparately excluded African-Americans from employment. Excluding non-race factors is inappropriate in disparate treatment tests, but such exclusion is *necessary* in disparate impact tests.⁶

⁶ My economic opinion is consonant with the parsing of *Griggs* in *Gulino v. Board of Education*, 236 F. Supp. 2d 314, 341 (S.D.N.Y. 2002): Plaintiffs in [*Griggs*] were not required to rule out other variables, such as socio-economic status, or previous education experience. Indeed, the reason they were not required to so-prove is precisely the reason disparate impact theory was developed—the practices challenged under the theory affect minorities not because of their overtly discriminatory character but rather because the criteria they require correlate closely with race. . . . If the plaintiffs had been required to show that it was their race that kept them from being hired—not their inability to finish high school—they would have been without legal recourse.
Therefore, when testing for unjustified disparate impacts, econometricians are often concerned with what is called “included variable bias” – the converse of the “omitted variable bias” relevant to disparate treatment analysis. Including controls for non-race factors that do not represent legitimate business justifications can bias the estimate of whether a decisionmaker’s policies produced an unjustified disparate impact. A recent statistical guide for judges and lawyers emphasizes how mistakenly including irrelevant variables can bias a regression’s estimate of the racial effect:

Lastly, and perhaps most important under the heading of legitimacy, is the problem of tainted independent variables. Suppose a regression analysis includes a variable for education that, in a race case, is a key determinant of salary differences between black and white employees in a clearly different job group. Regression analysis indicates a high t-statistic on education and an insignificant t-statistic on the race coefficient. Given that in almost all groups, white employees have received more formal education than black employees, it would appear that education goes a long way towards explaining salary differences between black and white employees. The burden is on the employer, however, to demonstrate separate from the regression, that education was required and affected performance, and hence directly determined salary. To the extent that education is not related to job performance, it is an inappropriate variable to use in a regression. Excluding key variables and including irrelevant variables have the same impact.\(^7\)

The purposeful exclusion of control variables from statistical analysis will accordingly be an essential part of any disparate impact inquiry. Indeed, as the foregoing authority suggests, a variable should be presumptively excluded from the statistical analysis unless the defendant can “demonstrate separate from the regression that [the variable] was required and affected performance.” \( Id. \) Applying this principle to this case would imply that the negotiation skills of borrowers would be

---


an inappropriate variable to control for—unless Honda Finance can demonstrate that borrowers’ negotiation skill can affect their ability to perform their part of the contract—i.e., repay the loan. Honda Finance has not provided this kind of evidence.9

This necessary exclusion of variables makes disparate impact analysis particularly well suited for class wide analysis. It is my understanding that class certification is only appropriate when there are “questions of law or fact common to the class” and in some circumstances may only be appropriate “when questions of law or fact common to the members of the class predominate over any questions affecting only individual members.” Disparate treatment tests may force researchers to control for more idiosyncratic variables that provide non-race causes for a decision-maker’s behavior. Information on these idiosyncratic variables may be difficult to obtain in a form that can readily be included in aggregate regression analysis. But disparate impact analysis is virtually always based on aggregate statistical analysis that controls for a smaller universe of factors.10

The purposeful exclusion of control variables is taken to an extreme with regard to the standard prima facie test for disparate racial impacts. In order to test for prima facie evidence of disparate racial impact, it is only necessary to control for factors that limit the analysis to a “qualified pool” of whites and African-Americans. For example, in the employment context, in testing whether an employer’s hiring practices have a disparate racial impact, it is appropriate to limit comparison to the group of candidates who are qualified in the sense of meeting minimum characteristics for

9 In fact, Honda Finance has not established that borrowers are even aware that the rates are negotiable or that the ultimate markup is the product of negotiation.

10 My opinion is consonant with Wright v. Circuit City Stores, 201 F.R.D. 526, 539 (N.D. Ala. 2001) (“[I]n a disparate impact claim where plaintiff claim practices that are facially neutral in their treatment of different groups, the commonality requirement may be more easily met than in a disparate treatment case.”).
employment. Thus, in the airline industry, it would be appropriate to limit the qualified pool of pilot applicants to those applicants who were licensed to fly. But under the facts of this case, the qualified pool is simply the class of Honda Finance borrowers. Honda Finance’s own willingness to lend to this class is direct evidence that these borrowers were deemed by Honda Finance to be qualified borrowers (in the sense of having met Honda Finance’s minimum characteristics for lending).

The appropriate test for assessing whether there is a *prima facie* disparate racial impact is both simple and straightforward. One must simply compare the average finance markup charged to African-Americans and white customers. To the extent one finds that the average finance markup paid by African-American Honda Finance customers is statistically larger than that paid by white Honda Finance customers, one can conclude that the Honda Finance credit pricing system (including the pricing authority it grants dealers for standard contracts) has a disparate racial impact. Accordingly, the standard test for *prima facie* case presents a “common question of fact” that can be answered with a single aggregate estimation.

It is my opinion that the statistics described in Dr. Mark Cohen’s report constitute strong evidence of a *prima facie* disparate racial impact. African-American borrowers on average paid almost two and a half times the finance charge markup charged to whites: $557 versus $227, a difference of more than $300. See Cohen Report, Table 1A. 43.3% of African-American borrowers were charged a markup, compared to only 22.2% of White borrowers. *Id.* If contracts booked under zero markup programs are excluded, this racial disparity grows to $410 (average black markup of $1,108 vs. $698 for whites). *Id.* at Table 1. These differences are highly significant in a statistical sense.
II. Tests for Evidence of Unjustified Disparate Impacts Are Amenable to Aggregate Statistical Analysis

It is also possible with aggregate data to use regression analysis to statistically analyze whether disparate racial impact persists after controlling for decision factors that "meet a legitimate business need." The idea here would be to include in a regression those variables that would reflect a legitimate business need for the discriminatory practice. If, after including these "legitimate business need" variables in the regression, the racial disparity is eliminated (or becomes statistically insignificant), then the regression indicates that the prima facie disparate impact is at least partially justified.12

This type of regression analysis is not experimental or on the fringe of statistics. It does not push the social science envelope of empiricism. If anything, more esoteric techniques are routinely accepted by courts in antitrust and patent litigation – which often need to control for selection effects

11 The quoted language comes from commentaries on ECOA regulation:

The act and regulation may prohibit a creditor practice that is discriminatory in effect because it has a disproportionately negative impact on a prohibited basis, even though the creditor has no intent to discriminate and the practice appears neutral on its face, unless the creditor practice meets a legitimate business need that cannot reasonably be achieved as well by means that are less disparate in their impact.

Official Staff Commentary, to ECOA Regulation B, Section 202.6(a)-2.

12 Note that the coefficients on the business-related variables must also correspond to the magnitude of the alleged business justification. For example, in this case, imagine that it was reasonable for dealers to charge a $100 higher finance charge markup to a particular class of customers who on average expose the dealers to $100 higher costs. In that case, it would be appropriate to include in the regression a control for this cost-related attribute. However, if the regression revealed that the dealers were charging customers with this attribute $300 higher, then this supra-competitive charge of $200 might still produce an unjustified disparate racial impact.
and endogeneity that are not at issue here. The kind of regressions that would be appropriate to use in this litigation — what economists call “ordinary least squares” regressions with a limited number of right-hand side variables — are a standard and generally accepted statistical technique.

Again, however, it is useful to contrast this “unjustified disparate impact” regression with a “disparate treatment” regression. In a disparate treatment regression, it is appropriate to include any variable that might provide a non-race basis for a given decision. Thus, even variables that are not related to the decisionmaker’s business might be properly included and might indicate a non-racial basis for superficial racial disparities.

In contrast, a regression testing for unjustified disparate impacts should only include those variables that would provide a valid business justification. Thus, in the Griggs employment case, because the employer did not have a valid business reason for treating high school graduates differently from non-graduates, it would have been inappropriate to control for applicants’ graduation status. Because it is only appropriate to include (and hence control for) variables that would meet a legitimate business need, it is essential to spell out more explicitly what types of factors might constitute a legitimate business need.

---


14 The only variables that should be excluded from a disparate treatment regression, as a matter of theory, are those non-race variables that are merely “pretexts” for masking what otherwise would be race-contingent decisionmaking or variables controlling for qualities not related to the decision being tested (e.g., controlling for astrological sign in a test of promotion decisions).
A. What Constitutes a Legitimate Business Need

It is my opinion that only attributes related to a decisionmaker’s expected marginal cost\textsuperscript{15} provide a valid business justification – and hence only such attributes should be included in the business justification regression. This opinion resonates with the standard approach in the literature. For example, John Yinger succinctly describes (i) the problem of “included variable bias” (what he calls “diverting variable bias’’); (ii) the need to purposefully exclude certain non-legitimate controls from a regression; and (iii) what constitutes “legitimate” controls:

Diverting variable bias arises when a variable that is not a legitimate control variable, but that is correlated with race or ethnicity, is included in the regression. The key issue, of course, is how to define what variables are “legitimate.” Under most circumstances, economists are taught to err on the side of including too many variables. In this case, however, illegitimate controls may pick up some of the effect of race or ethnicity and lead one to conclude that there is no discrimination when in fact there is. According to the definition of discrimination used here, legitimate controls are those associated with a person’s qualifications to rent or buy a house, buy a car or so on—or to use a legal term business necessity.\textsuperscript{16}

Notice that the legitimate controls turn on a person’s ability to perform their part of the bargain. In the credit context, other scholars have similarly applied a performance standard for determining what characteristics are irrelevant:

Discrimination occurs whenever the terms of a transaction are affected by personal characteristics of the participants that are not relevant to the transaction. In credit markets, discrimination on the basis of race and/or gender would exist if loan approval rates or interest

\textsuperscript{15} “Marginal” cost refers to the cost of a seller supplying one additional item (or service). A “marginal” cost contrasts with a seller’s “fixed” or “overhead” costs which are invariant to the number of items (or services) supplied. The concept of “cost” includes earning a reasonable profit as a return on capital invested.

\textsuperscript{16} John Yinger, Evidence on Discrimination in Consumer Markets, 12 J. Econ. Perspectives 23, 27 (Spring, 1998).
rates charged differed across groups with equal abilities to repay.\textsuperscript{17}

Again, it is legitimate to control for factors that relate to a person’s probable performance of her contractual commitment – which in the credit context is chiefly whether or not the loan will be repaid:

Discrimination may be apparent if banks approve loans to equally credit-worthy minority- and white-owned firms, but charge the minority-owned firms a higher rate of interest.\textsuperscript{18}

Focusing on creditworthiness or the likelihood of repayment is also consistent with a standard that focuses on a decisionmaker’s costs. Borrowers who fail to pay off their loans can impose substantial costs on a lender. It would be appropriate in analyzing a lender’s decisions about the size of the “buy rate” to control for factors that effect the likely costs of default.\textsuperscript{19}

It is my opinion, however, that attributes related solely to the potential for supra-competitive revenues that a dealership might extract from different classes of consumers do not constitute a valid business justification. Extracting supra-competitive revenues from a class of consumers – not because they impose higher costs on a seller but merely because the seller has the power to do so – is not consistent with business necessity. Sellers are justified in charging higher prices to cover their

\textsuperscript{17} David G. Blanchflower et al., Discrimination in the Small Business Credit Market 1 (NBER Working Paper 6840, 2002).

\textsuperscript{18} Id. at 19.

\textsuperscript{19} My economic opinion is consonant with judicial analysis as well. See A.B. & S. Auto Service, Inc. v. South Shore Bank of Chicago, 962 F.Supp. 1056, 1061 (ND Ill. 1997) ("[I]n a disparate impact claim under the ECOA], once the plaintiff has made the prima facie case, the defendant-lender must demonstrate that any policy, procedure, or practice has a manifest relationship to the creditworthiness of the applicant.... In other words, the onus is on the defendant to show that the particular practice make's defendant's credit evaluation system more predictive than it would be otherwise."). See also Lewis v. ACB Business Services, Inc., 135 F.3d 389, 406 (6th Cir. 1998) ("The Act was only intended to prohibit credit determinations based on characteristics unrelated to creditworthiness.").
expected costs of serving particular types of consumers. Such pricing is consistent with business necessity. But sellers are not justified in charging higher prices to a disproportionately African-American class of consumers in order to make supra-competitive profits.

This distinction between cost-based and revenue-based attributes also resonates with the analogous disparate impact justification defense found in employment cases. Consider, for example, an employer who institutes a policy of paying employees who are the primary caregivers of school children a substantially lower salary. Imagine that the policy has a disparate impact against women workers — who in this hypothetical are more likely to be the primary caregivers of grade school children.

The foregoing distinction would suggest that the employer would be justified in paying caregiving workers less if they were less productive or tended to impose higher turnover costs on the employer. Attributes that are associated with a person’s performance of her side of the contract should be accounted for. But the employer should not be able to justify paying caregivers less solely because these employees have fewer employment alternatives (say, because of a lower ability to move to other cities). Even though the practice (of paying equally productive workers lower wages) increases the employer’s profits, it is not consistent with standard economic theories laid out above as to what constitutes a legitimate business justification. Accordingly, it would not be appropriate to control for caregiver status in a regression testing for a unjustified disparate impact if the decisionmaker’s reliance on this attribute was not based on the employees’ ability to perform adequately on the job.

And indeed economists in analyzing employment discrimination almost exclusively focus on productivity differences that might explain race or gender disparities in wages. The goal of
statistical wage analysis is to get adequate measures of productivity as a potential alternative explanation for wage disparities, not to see if the disparity can be justified by particular employees’ necessitude or negotiation skills. For example, in a similar ECOA case alleging discriminatory markups by NMAC, the defendant’s expert economist testified:

Q. Have you ever written one word about the need to control for negotiation skills in an employment discrimination salary model?
A. No.

Q. Have you ever read one authoritative article that contends that it is appropriate in an employment discrimination salary model to include the independent variable of negotiation skills?
A. Not that I recall.

Cason v. NMAC, Deposition of Janet Thornton (July 23, 2001) at p. 239.

This cost/revenue distinction is also supported by the statutory language defining the scope of the business justification defense. The Civil Rights Act of 1991 defines a defendant policy as unjustified if:

the respondent fails to demonstrate that the challenged practice is job related for the position in question and consistent with business necessity . . .

It is straightforward to see how the “business necessity” language supports the distinction. It is “consistent with business necessity” to allow sellers to take into account cost attributes of its consumers. Sellers need to cover their costs to survive, but it is not necessary for them to charge supra-competitive prices. Competition may force firms to pay employees wages commensurate with their productivity (or to charge prices commensurate with their costs), but neither competition nor anything else forces an employer to exploit its market power over primary caregivers.

---

While the "job related" requirement of the statutory test is usually taken to impose a less demanding burden on defendants, it turns out that it also excludes an employer's exploitation of market power as a defense. The statute does not say "business related" or "profitability related" but instead restricts the defense to policies that are "job related for the position in question" – that is related to employees' ability to perform the particular job. The phrase "job related" hence can be used to exclude an employer's attempts to rely on attributes that allow it to exploit its market power vis-a-vis certain types of employees. Returning to our original example, an employer who pays primary caregivers less not because they are less productive but solely because they have fewer employment alternatives should fail in attempting "to demonstrate that the challenged practice is job-related for the position in question." Far from being related to the position in question, the employer's decision to pay caregivers less would only be related to the absence of more competitive offers from other employers. The practice is related to the non-availability of other positions from other employers.

This distinction between cost-based and revenue-based attributes is also supported by a straightforward analysis of allocative efficiency. Cost-based pricing promotes economic efficiency – as goods tend to flow toward their highest use. When prices are based on cost, then consumers will only buy when they value the good or service more than its cost of production. An efficiency definition of "business justification" would accordingly tend to include cost-based pricing – just as it would include employer wage-setting based on employee productivity.

But revenue-based pricing can retard economic efficiency. Supra-competitive prices can create what economists call "dead-weight losses" in efficiency where consumers who value the product more than its costs are nonetheless deterred from buying because of its inflated price. In this
case, some number of qualified borrowers may have been deterred from borrowing at the marked up interest rate when they would have borrowed at the buy rate. An efficiency definition of business justification would accordingly tend to exclude revenue-based price setting – just as it would exclude employer wage setting based on non-productivity factors.

This distinction between cost-based and revenue-based attributes is also supported by an analysis of market competition. Competition between sellers tends to drive out revenue-based pricing distinctions. Rivals in a competitive market will tend to undercut above-cost pricing. But competition will tend to re-enforce cost-based pricing distinctions. Sellers cannot simply ignore the expected cost of supplying particular consumer classes. Pricing distinctions that are a by-product of market competition provide a valid business justification, while pricing distinctions that are the by-product of market failure -- and indeed, can only persist in the absence of competition -- are invalid justifications.

But this discussion of competition may seem incomplete. The free-wheeling market forces that bring buyers and sellers together in marketplace negotiations seems like competition in its purest form. From this perspective, all this talk about supra-competitive pricing seems to be a misnomer, because under this conception, there can be no such thing as a supra-competitive price. The competitive price is whatever the market can bear.

The problem here is that there are competing ideas of what “competition” means. In one sense, competition is the struggle between a buyer and a seller to determine how they will split the potential gains of trade. To be sure, this is a kind of a competition. But antitrust law has long ago rejected this form of competition as a normative benchmark. Monopolists have never been able

21 My opinion is consonant with the Supreme Court’s recent opinion in Till v. SCS Credit Corp., 541 U.S. ___ (May 17, 2004) (slip opinion):
to protect themselves by arguing that they were only charging what the market could bear or that consumers had consented to pay the contract price.\footnote{22}

More important, civil rights law has similarly rejected this kind of “whatever the market will bear” standard. The law’s focus on job relatedness and performance attributes implies that the defense must be related to a decisionmaker’s costs of doing business. The employer who pays the caregiver less – not because she is less productive but because she is more necessitous – will not be able to justify the practice simply as “what the market would bear” or as simply the byproduct of freewheeling negotiations. A “what the market will bear” defense would negate large parts of the civil rights laws mandating non-discriminatory “terms and conditions” in employment and housing – because a defendant would simply use the plaintiffs’ consent to the discriminatory terms as a justification for its actions.

Defendant would like to argue simply that it is a “legitimate business need” for dealerships to maximize their profits by charging whatever price the market will bear. This argument makes eminent sense when the market is sufficiently competitive. Competition between rivals disciplines sellers to set prices so as to cover their costs. But when there is a market failure (either in the sense

\[
\text{[Federal and state regulation of subprime lending] evinces regulators’ belief that unregulated subprime lenders would exploit borrowers’ ignorance and charge rates above what a competitive market would allow.}
\]

\textit{Id.} at 16.

\footnote{22} What the market will bear is here crucially determined by the lack of seller disclosure. As discussed below, many consumers would not be willing to bear such a high markup if Honda Finance disclosed more information about their discretionary markup policies. Again the Supreme Court’s analysis of the pro-competitive benefits of disclosure is consonant with my opinion: Congress enacted the Truth in Lending Act in part because it believed consumers would individually benefit not only from the more informed use of credit, but also from heightened competition which would result from more knowledgeable credit shopping. \textit{Till v. SCS Credit Corp.}, 541 U.S. ___ (May 17, 2004) (slip opinion at 16).
of there not being alternative sources of finance or in consumers being imperfectly informed about these alternative sources), then the price charged will bear no relation to a dealership's expected cost. When the market fails, the maximum that dealerships can charge will not be the amount that the "market" can bear but instead it will be determined by what the individual consumer can bear. Maximizing profit by any means possible is not a business justification, because "price gouging" (that is, the motive to extract supra-competitive prices from consumers) does not provide an economic justification for what would otherwise be an actionable disparate impact.

I use the term "price gouging" advisedly. Dr. Cohen found that Honda Finance charges 10% of its borrowers more than a $1000 markup. Cohen Report, Table 16A. And this figure rises to more than $1800 if contracts booked under Zero markup programs are excluded. Cohen Report, Table 16. This 10% of borrowers produce more than 65% of the total markup profits (a mere 5% of Honda Finance borrowers produce 41% of the total markup profits). Cohen Report, Table 6. Moreover, this group of the most profitable borrowers is disproportionately black: while black borrowers are only 11.6% of the overall sample of loans, they represent 26.5% of borrowers in this top decile of markup profitability. *Id. Or* analyzed alternatively, African Americans are only 11.6% of Honda Finance borrowers, but they pay 24.2% of the markup profits. *Id.*

The top 500 borrowers (from the 15 race coded states) each paid more than a $3600 markup (the highest markup was more than $6,000 on a $35,000 loan). And, again, black borrowers were disproportionately represented in the high markup loans: African-Americans are only 11.47% of the Honda Finance borrowers in the 15 states but they represent 36.4% of the these 500 most-profitable markups. Cohen Report, Appendix D. Markup disparities of this magnitude are not plausibly driven by the costs of doing business with types of customers.
The next two subsections apply the foregoing justification theory to more particular assertions of defendants in similar cases brought under the ECOA – that consideration of legitimate business needs would require a fact-intensive inquiry that would make this case inappropriate for class certification. It is my opinion that these assertions are mistaken. First, evidence of borrowers’ individual creditworthiness can be controlled for in an aggregate analysis, because all of the individualized factors upon which Honda Finance relies for determinations of borrowers’ creditworthiness already exist in Honda Finance’s centralized electronic databases. Second, it is inappropriate for this Court to conduct an individualized (disaggregated) inquiry into each borrower’s negotiation skills, preferences and a host of other factors that might affect the ability of dealerships to extract supra-competitive revenue from individual borrowers. The defendant has failed to establish any relationship between these individualized factors and either the dealer’s or Honda Finance’s cost of providing lending services. Accordingly, the absence of these factors from the aggregate electronic databases does not render this case less amenable to aggregate statistical analysis.

B. Creditworthiness Justifications

While default-risk factors would clearly be appropriate to include in an analysis of business justification if this case involved a claimed racial disparity in the booked “buy rate” set by Honda Finance, it is my opinion that default-risk factors do not constitute a legitimate business need to justify racial disparities in the financial charges that are imposed over and above the buy rate.

In this case, Honda Finance’s credit pricing system makes the dealer the relevant

23 The “buy rate” is the risk-adjusted rate that Honda Finance sets based on borrower’s credit information.
decisionmaker with regard to discretionary markups, because it is Honda Finance’s system that authorizes the dealer to impose different markups upon individual borrowers (unless constrained by one of Honda Finance’s policies). The structure of the transaction normally gives (1) the dealer decisionmaking pricing authority (within the parameters set by Honda Finance) and (2) 75-100% of any markup value to the dealer as an immediate cash payment. The dealership as the relevant decisionmaker does not bear any economic risk of borrower default,\textsuperscript{24} and does not have a financial incentive to take such risk into account when imposing the markup amount upon individual borrowers.

Borrower attributes related to the risk of default thus do not constitute factors related to an expected marginal cost of the dealer and thus do not constitute a plausible basis for business justification. Since, under Honda Finance’s credit pricing system, dealerships are granted the authority on selected loans to impose finance charge markups (as constrained by Honda Finance’s centralized policies), the question of whether a particular attribute is business-related is whether the dealerships’ expected cost of arranging and/or processing loans varies with this attribute. For example, if defendant could demonstrate that a dealership’s expected (paperwork or labor) costs of arranging Honda Finance financing were $100 greater for customers with attribute X, then the

\textsuperscript{24} Some dealerships opt for a plan under which they are immediately credited for 100% of the “dealer participation” amount for marking up loans, but a portion of this amount will be subject to refund if the borrower either pays off or defaults on a loan. On this subset of loans, dealerships accordingly do bear a risk of losing a portion of their markup commission, but this risk of loss of markup commission is starkly distinct from the risk of loss of capital (a.k.a. default risk). Dr. Cohen has shown that even after controlling for the quality of the credit tier that racial disparities in markups persist. Cohen Report, Table 15. And as emphasized below, none of the defendant deponents indicated that dealers take the risk of losing this markup profit into account in deciding what markup to quote potential borrowers. See, e.g., Deposition of Richard H. Houchins (Feb. 25, 2004) at 37 (“Q: Do you consider any factors – credit-worthiness factors in deciding how much to mark up a customer? A: No.”).
dealership would have a business justification for charging a $100 higher finance charge markup to consumers with attribute X. It would then also be appropriate to include a control variable for attribute X in the “business justification” regression to test whether an unjustified disparate racial impact persisted after controlling for the business-related attribute. But it is important to emphasize that Honda Finance has never alleged that the markups quoted by dealers are driven by the dealers’ expected marginal costs of arranging the loan.25

It is certainly possible to undertake an aggregated statistical analysis that controls for individual borrowers’ credit tier assignment as well as a host of other credit variables contained in Honda Finance’s electronic databases. But these factors are not rationally related to the dealers’ decisionmaking. A dealer, in deciding how much of a markup to add to a particular financing customer, bears no costs related to either the creditworthiness or the credit tier assignment of that customer. The dealer’s sole economic motive is to set the highest markup that he or she believes the customer is willing to accept, within the policy parameters authorized by Honda Finance.

It is necessary to exclude credit tier assignment from the regression so that we can test whether Honda Finance’s own policies regarding the maximum markups that can be charged under different loan programs produce a disparate racial impact. After all, Honda Finance’s decision to allow markup caps that are 75% higher on the “standard” tier than on the “preferred” credit tier (3.5% v.s 2%) has a predictable impact on the markups ultimately paid by white and black borrowers.

25 Moreover, some variables related to probable costs of loan arrangement exist in Honda Finance’s centralized electronic databases and hence can be controlled for in aggregate statistical analysis. For example, Mark Cohen has analyzed the difference in minutes between the time the application is received and the time a notification is sent back to the dealer and found persistent racial disparities in markups even after controlling for this variable. Cohen Report, Table 23.
Moreover, Honda Finance’s policy of granting dealers discretion to place borrowers with similar credit risk into loan programs with different markup caps might be an important contributing cause to the overall racial disparity in markups. For example, Dr. Cohen found that among borrowers of a particular credit quality grade, that black borrowers were less likely to be booked into Zero markup programs. For example, in credit quality grade A in 1999 black borrowers comprised 10.74% of contracts booked under markup programs. In contrast, black borrowers in credit quality grade A comprised only 6.12% of contracts booked under Zero markup programs. Cohen Report, Table 9. Blacks are under-represented in Zero markup programs for each quality grade every year from 1999-2003. Allowing dealers to steer borrowers with similar credit grades into different loan programs in turn impacted the markups of white and black borrowers. Cohen found that the median markup for credit quality grade D was $780 for black borrowers but $0 for white borrowers. Cohen Report, Table 15A.

Cohen also found that among borrowers who are eligible for a given credit tier black borrowers were systematically more likely than white borrowers to be booked into less favorable credit tiers than for which they were qualified. For example before 2002, 34.34% of the black borrowers who were eligible for the “Preferred” credit tier were instead booked into the “Standard” credit tier contracts with higher “buy rates”. In contrast, only 18.79% of white borrowers who were eligible for the “Preferred credit tier, were booked in to “Standard” credit tier loans. Cohen Report, Table 27. To test only whether there is a racial disparity in markups after controlling for credit tier assignment effectively would preclude plaintiffs from being able to test whether Honda Finance’s policy of allowing dealers to steer similar borrowers into different credit tiers and or markup programs contributed to the racial disparity.
Even if – counter to my opinion – the court finds that it is appropriate to consider the creditworthiness of individual borrowers, this does not suggest that aggregate statistical analysis becomes infeasible. Honda Finance’s centralized electronic databases include abundant and comprehensive evidence of the individual borrower’s creditworthiness. Honda Finance itself uses aggregate statistical analysis to assess creditworthiness. Honda Finance’s electronic data allows it to statistically evaluate factors related to the borrower’s credit history (both with Honda Finance and other lenders), the loan collateral, the borrower’s “capacity” to borrow and the borrower’s stability.

The credit industry is in many ways unique in amassing centralized and aggregatable data on the creditworthiness of individual borrowers. The use of statistical “credit scoring” systems to determine whether to grant a loan and at what rate is well established and has largely replaced more subjective determinations. As one reviewer of the credit scoring approach noted:

The arrival of credit cards in the late 1960s made the banks and other credit card issuers realize the usefulness of credit scoring. The number of people applying for credit cards each day made it impossible both in economic and manpower terms to do anything but automate the lending decision. When these organizations used credit scoring, they found that it also was a much better predictor than any judgmental scheme and default rates would drop by 50% or more . . .

The event that ensured the complete acceptance of credit scoring was the passing of the Equal Credit Opportunity Acts (ECOA 1975, ECOA 1976) in the US in 1975 and 1976. Regulation B of ECOA comprehensively regulates the workings of “credit scoring systems” to assess creditworthiness:

---

26 Because creditworthiness and the default risk has already been factored into the cost of the loan (that is, the “buy rate”), creditworthiness is not a legitimate factor to consider as an explanatory variable for the markup. To permit it as an explanatory variable would be to count it twice.

To qualify as an empirically derived, demonstrably and statistically sound, credit scoring system, the system must be: (i) Based on data that are derived from an empirical comparison of sample groups of the population of creditworthy and noncreditworthy applicants who applied for credit within a reasonable preceding period of time; (ii) Developed for the purpose of evaluating the creditworthiness of applicants with respect to the legitimate business interests of the creditor utilizing the system (including, but not limited to, minimizing bad debt losses and operating expenses in accordance with the creditor’s business judgment); (iii) Developed and validated using accepted statistical principles and methodology; and (iv) Periodically revalidated by the use of appropriate statistical principles and methodology and adjusted as necessary to maintain predictive ability.

Regulation B §202.2 (p).

A comparison with employment is again instructive. In the employment setting, reliable measures of worker productivity are at times difficult to come by. Normally employers do not maintain a centralized electronic database with estimates of applicant productivity. But in sharp contrast, modern lenders do maintain centralized electronic databases with explicit estimates of applicant creditworthiness. This means that credit disputes are much more amenable than employment disputes to class-wide disparate impact analysis that avoids individualized fact finding. As a court in the Third Circuit recently found:

Creditworthiness is quantifiable and easily susceptible to comparison. Therefore, through statistical analysis and comparison on similarly creditworthy applicants, purchasing similar automobiles, within a set increment of time of one another, both Plaintiffs and Defendants may prove their case without the significant participation of individual aggrieved applicants. This spares the court from engaging in case by case determinations....


The hallmark of Honda Finance’s credit scoring system is mechanistic decisionmaking. Honda Finance customers can and do qualify for financing via the Internet without ever seeing a

---

28 While it is computationally feasible to limit statistical analysis to a comparison of “similarly creditworthy applicants, purchasing similar automobiles, within a set increment of time of one another,” it is inappropriate to do. Controlling for those factors would only be appropriate if defendant could show that they were related to the dealers’ cost of arranging loans.
dealership. This is an industry:

- where lending decisions are made quintessentially at a distance;
- where lending decisions are made en masse by automated systems; and
- where lending decisions are based on the formulaic application of non-subjective, statistically-validated criteria.

The whole purpose of this centralized credit scoring process is to base credit determinations on arms-length, non-subjective criteria whose validity can be periodically assessed with aggregate statistical analysis. Given that Honda Finance exclusively bears the risk of non-repayment of its principal and that it bases its lending and buy-rate decisions exclusively on information that is embedded in its available databases, it is disingenuous to argue that dealerships (who are not bearing any risk of non-repayment of principal) are nonetheless making risk-based decisions.

C. Revenue-Based Justifications

The defendant may argue that numerous revenue-based factors, including buyer negotiation skills, knowledge, preferences and self-assessment of creditworthiness affect the markups that are actually paid and must be controlled for in any test of disparate impacts. Because these idiosyncratic factors are not contained in Honda Finance databases, they would be more difficult to control for in aggregate statistical analysis.

As an initial matter, it is implausible that there would be a legitimate business need to base the finance markup on types of information that Honda Finance makes no attempt to collect in its databases and centrally assess. The entire impetus of the credit industry, as just emphasized, has been to centrally collect and assess all information relevant to the credit decision. Moreover, Honda Finance has not produced any evidence suggesting how and whether this list of factors actually
impacts financial markups. Nor has it explained why relying on these attributes would constitute a legitimate business need.

But the crucial similarity between this otherwise amorphous list of attributes is that none of them concern either the dealers’ or Honda Finance’s costs of providing lending services. These attributes are not related to the individual borrowers’ ability to repay the loan or a dealership’s expected cost of arranging the loan. Indeed, it is my expert opinion that variation in markups uncovered to date in the data cannot plausibly be driven by differences in either the dealers’ or Honda Finance’s cost of providing lending services to particular borrowers. Instead, this amorphous list of idiosyncratic borrower attributes is, if anything, related only to the ability of dealerships to extract supra-competitive revenue from individual borrowers.

I do not deny that these attributes might have impacted the markup amount of particular individuals. The dealers’ attempts to extract supra-competitive revenue from borrowers may have been based on factors that are not readily ascertainable and hence cannot be easily controlled in aggregate statistical analysis.

But nonetheless it is my opinion that these factors should not be controlled for in regressions testing for unjustified disparate impacts. These factors should be excluded from the aggregate analysis, not because they have no arguable effect, but because any effects that they might have had do not qualify as legitimate business needs. As discussed above, allowing dealerships to extract supra-competitive finance charge markups does not constitute a legitimate business need. Indeed, economic theory suggests that such behavior can only exist in the absence of competition. Business justifications should be a by-product of market competition, not a by-product of market failure. Less competitive markets should not have more freedom to impose racially disparate finance charge
markups.

It might initially seem that such demand-side factors (indicating buyers’ willingness and ability to pay) are part of the natural competitive process in which both supply and demand characteristics determine the competitive terms of trade. But in a rivalrous market in which goods are competitively supplied, price is determined by sellers’ costs and not by individual buyers’ willingness or ability to pay. Demand-side factors only influence pricing in the presence of some market imperfection. It is business justified for sellers to price according to their costs; a policy or practice causing a disparate racial impact, however, is not justified by a seller’s motive to charge supra-competitive prices.

The analogy to employment is again apposite. It is a legitimate business need for an employer to pay primary caregivers less if they were less productive or imposed higher costs on the firm. But a wage structure that imposes a disparate impact on women is not justified if it pays primary caregivers less, not because they are less productive, but merely because they are more necessitous of employment and hence more willing to work for a lower, sub-competitive wage. Indeed, to make the analogy even closer, it would not be a “legitimate business need” for employers to pay their caregiving workers less merely because they had different negotiation skills, preferences, or self-assessment of productivity.

In this case, testimony from finance managers or borrowers about individual transactions would not aid the decisionmaking of a trier of fact. Such testimony might provide evidence of the finance manager’s subjective motives for charging particular markups. But whether these motives provide a legitimate business need would ultimately turn on an aggregate analysis of particular policies. Proof that a particular factor constituted a justification would have depended on a
centralized statistical assessment – not the mere testimony of individual actors that they relied on
a factor in setting the markup because they believed it to be justified.

Even if information about individual borrower negotiation characteristics were available, it
would be my opinion that it should not be controlled for in a test of whether defendant’s policies
produced an unjustified disparate impact. The defendant’s policy of allowing dealerships on
selected loans to extract supra-competitive finance charge markups based on borrower revenue
characteristics might itself have caused a disparate racial impact. To control for revenue-based
factors would improperly eliminate the possibility of testing for this disparate impact.

III. ALTERNATIVE Markup Policies WOULD Reduce THE Observed Racial Markup
Disparity

A wide variety of alternative markup policies exist that could achieve Honda Finance’s
legitimate business needs to cover its costs of doing business and to earn a reasonable profit, but
would be “less disparate in their impact.” Official Staff Commentary, to ECOA Regulation B,

29 It is telling, however, that racial disparities persist even among borrowers with the
same occupation. Cohen Report, Table 28 and 28A. To the extent that we might expect lawyers,
(or nurses or police) to have relatively similar negotiation skills, this finding suggests that
negotiation skills are not driving the racial disparities.

30 Honda Finance may also contend that they would need to introduce evidence about
the markup policies of each dealership. To the extent that these policies are merely different
attempts of the dealerships to extract supra-competitive profits, these controls should be excluded
from the regression analysis for the same reasons discussed above. Honda Finance has not
demonstrated a business need for allowing dealers to have idiosyncratic markup policies.

But even if one wanted to control for possibly idiosyncratic dealership policies, it would be
possible to do this in aggregate statistical analysis without having to introduce testimony from each
dealership. Indeed, Dr. Cohen has already run regressions including what economists call dealership
“fixed effects” which estimate the dealership specific markup averages for each and every dealership
in the database. Cohen Report, Appendix C.
Section 202.6(a)-2. Most basically, it is my opinion that any system that reduced the dealerships’ subjective discretion in setting markups is likely to reduce the racial disparities estimated by Dr. Cohen in the existing data. In this section, I will discuss fixed fees, markup caps, commission cap, affirmative lending and disclosure alternatives.

A. Fixed Fees

A system which compensated the dealers with a flat dollar amount for assisting borrowers in arranging loans would eliminate all of the markup racial disparity. A fixed amount would also not constrain Honda Finance’s ability to compensate dealers for their time. A fixed fee of any amount – whether $250, $500 or some other amount – would be equally effective in eliminating the racial markup disparities. But many other systems exist that would also have the effect of reducing dealerships’ discretion and would likely reduce the racial disparities uncovered in the data.

Moreover, as long as the across-the-board fee is set at an sufficiently high level, a fixed fee compensation system need not reduce the dealer’s compensation for helping to arrange loans. For example, the owner of the Armory Automotive dealership as part of settlement with the New York Attorney General agreed to forego any markup profits on loans and instead to be compensated solely by fixed fees. The owner of the dealership in a recent article said that he expected higher profits under the new system. NY Dealer Sees Spitzer Settlement As A Win, CAR DEALER INSIDER 1 (April 5, 2004):

Metzner [the dealership owner] figures the average fee is about $225, but will rise to $300-350 as more lenders come on board and he negotiates higher fees. . . . “I think we’ll make more money this way,” says Metzner. The bank referral fees won’t equal the revenue from the markups but Metzner expects to increase penetration by 20% to 30% and compensate in volume.
Id. at 1-3. A similar point was made with regard to the compensation restriction growing out of the NMAC settlement. Loan Bias Settlement: New Disclosures, No Markups, CAR DEALER INSIDER ONLINE (February 24, 2003) ("Stores don’t expect settlement to harm F&I Income").

Toyota has voluntarily launched an Internet financing service, called "Scion," that prohibits dealership markups on loans and instead pays a fixed fee. Using the Scion service, an applicant can not only apply for financing on the Internet, but can learn the exact interest rate for which he or she qualifies. Scion Offers Financing to Young Buyers, AUTOMOTIVE NEWS (June 9, 2003). Carmax appears to offer a similar service. See www.carmax.com/dyn/research/dealerpricing/games.aspx

A substantial proportion of car loans made both by Honda Finance and other lenders already use a fixed dollar compensation scheme. The voluntary movement of the industry toward fixed fee compensation undermines any claim that such a compensation system would have dire consequences. If Honda Finance committed to compensating dealers on all their loans by a single, fixed dollar amount, it would give dealerships sufficient incentives to arrange loans and it would end the racial disparities in loan arrangement compensation. Even a fixed percentage compensation or a fixed fee that was contingent on the amount financed would dramatically reduce the racial disparity.

B. Markup Caps

A system with dollar or percentage caps (or ceilings) on the maximum markup that could be added on by dealerships would also reduce the racial disparities. The lower the caps, the lower the likely disparities. This result is not just a theoretical inference, but has abundant support in the data. Dr. Cohen has estimated the lower racial disparities that would have been produced if $1000, $750
and $500 markup caps had been imposed in the past. The racial observed disparity would have been almost halved by simply imposing a $1000 cap on the data, and the disparity would have been halved again – falling to just $102 – if a $500 cap had been instituted.\footnote{See Cohen Report, Table 32.}

Dr. Cohen has also shown that racial disparities were substantially reduced in jurisdictions that by law limited dealerships' abilities to mark up loans. Data from Arkansas and Ohio showed a racial disparity that was less than half the size found in others states without these legal restrictions.\footnote{See Cohen Report, Table 2 and accompanying text.} Moreover, Honda Finance's own selective use of percentage markup caps for particular programs shows that the lower caps predictably reduce racial disparities. Dr. Cohen estimated that Honda Finance's loans with a 3.5% markup cap had an average racial disparity of $353, while loans with a 2% markup had a racial disparity of only $295.\footnote{See Cohen Report, Figure 4. Moreover, when you analyze 3.5% markup cap contracts together with the 2% markup cap contracts, the overall disparity increases to $410. Cohen Report, Table 1. The racial disparity increases because a disproportionate number of whites are beneficiaries of the 2% cap (and have an average markup of $477) while a disproportionate number of blacks are subjected to the 3.5% cap (and have an average markup of $1,575). See Cohen Report, Figure 3.}

Industry participants themselves have begun to embrace markup caps. See Opinion: \textit{California Sounds Strict Warning on Finance Reserve}, AUTOMOTIVE NEWS (July 28, 2003). Various lenders in the industry have recently begun imposing smaller caps on extended term loans or loans over a certain dollar amount. \textit{See, e.g.,} Trustmark Rate Sheet, (May 1, 2004) (setting 1% markup on certain loans between 67 and 72 months). \textit{See also Nowadays, F&I Should Mean Fair and Impartial,} AUTOMOTIVE NEWS (Jan. 12, 2004) (“Most responsible banks and finance companies are capping the finance reserve at three percentage points.”); \textit{Cut To the Quick,} AUTOMOTIVE NEWS
(Dec. 1, 2003) ("Rate caps have little effect on loan profit already clipped by sharp competition among lenders"). The increasing use of reduced markup caps to restrain "unreasonable" dealership behavior is supported by industry action itself.

C. Commission Caps

Besides imposing hard dollar or percentage markup caps, Honda Finance could, as an alternative, predictably reduce racial disparities by reducing dealers' incentive to set high markups. Capping the dealers' commission for setting a high markup loan would discourage dealerships from extracting such large markups from some of their customers.

A commission could be capped in dollar or percentage terms. A dollar cap might, for example, cap dealership commissions at $250, $500 or some other amount. A percentage commission cap would limit the percentage of the markup profit that the dealer could claim as compensation. Percentage commission caps could also progressively reduce the percentage commission on the incremental markup profit as the markup profit increased. Lowering the commission percentage (or lowering the markup point at which a commission is paid to 2% points) would likely reduce the racial disparity in markups.

D. Affirmative Lending

Honda Finance might also reduce the racial disparity in markups by engaging in a variety of efforts that might be characterized as "affirmative lending." It is my understanding that under certain circumstances a lender may be permitted to establish a "special purpose credit program" in which "all program participants may be required to share one or more common characteristic (for example,
race . . .

ECOA Regulation B, 202.8(b)(2).

In particular, ECOA under certain circumstances may allow a creditor to “affirmatively solicit or encourage members of traditionally disadvantaged groups to apply for credits . . .” See ECOA Regulation B, *Official Staff Interpretations* 202.4(b) If Honda Finance affirmatively solicited potential African-American borrowers to apply for special rate contracts that were not subject to markup, such “affirmative advertising” would likely cause a reduction in the racial markup disparity by reducing the average markup paid by black borrowers. In the recent Nissan Motors Acceptance Corporation (NMAC) settlement, NMAC apparently agreed to a special program in which it would offer 675,000 no-markup loans to African-American borrowers over the course of 5 years. See *Cason v. NMAC*, Cohen Declaration (March 15, 2003). Similarly, General Motors Acceptance Corporation (GMAC) apparently also agreed in its recent settlement to a special program in which it would offer 1,250,000 no-markup loans to African-American borrowers over the course of 5 years. See *GMAC Settlement Agreement*, February 10, 2004, par. 8.5.2. Analogous actions by Honda Finance would predictably reduce the racial markup disparities.

Or in the alternative if Honda Finance established tailored programs that capped the markup or the dealership commissions on the types of loans where African Americans are disproportionately represented and markups are disproportionately high, these targeted programs would predictably reduce the expected markup disparities. There are a wide-variety of race-contingent solicitations and offers – as well as race-neutral strategies targeted to pockets of consumers where African Americans are disproportionately taken advantage of – that would predictably lessen the markup disparity.

E. *Point of Purchase Disclosure*
Honda Finance might also predictably reduce racial disparities in markups by mandating that dealers conspicuously disclose at the time of lending various types of markup information. For example, racial markup disparities would likely be reduced by effectively disclosing to potential borrowers jointly or severally any of the following pieces of information:

(a) the A.P.R. is negotiable;
(b) the size of the dealership’s compensation in both dollar and percentage points terms;
(c) the average (and/or median) dealership compensations in both dollar and percentage terms for loans of this type;
(d) the size of the total markup in both dollar and percentage terms;
(e) the “buy rate”; and/or
(f) the ability of the dealership to negotiate an A.P.R. as low as the buy rate.

Imagine, for example, that a borrower, who was about to agree to a loan which incorporated more than a $1000 of dealership compensation, learned not only the size of the dealership’s compensation but also learned that the dealership normally only earned $200 compensation. Such a consumer is more likely to ask for a lower rate and/or seek a competitive offer (which in turn will deter a dealership from offering a high rate in the first place). It is my opinion that this type of disclosure is likely to reduce the variance in markups and in all likelihood the racial disparities produced by the current system. See Ian Ayres & F. Clayton Miller, "I'll Sell It To You at Cost:" Legal Methods to Promote Retail Markup Disclosure, 84 NORTHWESTERN LAW REVIEW 1047 (1990).

Disclosures must be meaningful. A brief mention of negotiability by itself is not likely to be nearly as powerful as quantitative evidence about the size of the proposed markup, the size of the average markup, or the size of the buy rate. Requiring dealerships to provide point-of-purchase
disclosure with quantitative information that had to be acknowledged by a borrower with a separate
signature before the loan was finalized would likely be much more effective in reducing the disparate
racial impact of the current markup policy.

And again, industry observers have expressed support for increased point-of-purchase
disclosure. The industry publication, *Automotive News*, has recently opined:

Disclosure isn't required by federal regulations. But if the dealership discloses its share of
the deal - which at 3 points or less is a reasonable fee for service - there's no moral problem.
It's just business. If the customer knows what's going on, everything is fine... As always,
honesty is the only policy.

Opinion: *California Sounds Strict Warning on Finance Reserve*, AUTOMOTIVE NEWS (July 28,
2003). *See also No More F&I Secrets*, AUTOMOTIVE NEWS (February 9, 2004) ("[M]any customers
believe that the rate quoted in the finance and insurance office is the bank’s rate. Then later they are
shocked to learn that the dealer made some money on the deal. In the future the dealer will be
explicit that’s he’s being paid for the service. That’s not a bad thing.

F. Pre-Purchase Advertisements

Pre-purchase advertisements could also play an important role both in reducing racial
disparities in Honda Finance markups and in discouraging dealers from shifting business to other
lenders who allow the dealers to extract supra-competitive markups. Honda Finance is likely to
contend that if they went too far in constraining dealerships from marking up loans, that the
dealerships would simply shift the business to other lenders who did not impose such markup
constraints. In essence, Honda Finance would be arguing that they must let their dealers engage in
at least a limited amount of price gouging or the dealers will send this business to other lenders who
It is my understanding as a legal matter, however, that this "meeting the competition" defense does not constitute a valid business defense. Competition from other discriminating companies does not justify what otherwise would be actionable discrimination. In the employment context, firms are not allowed to argue that they are justified in discriminating against women employees because, if they don’t, customers will switch to other businesses who do discriminate. Rather the standard is whether you would be at a competitive disadvantage if all firms were held to the same duties of non-discrimination.

Moreover, Honda Finance could take affirmative actions that would simultaneously reduce the racial markup disparity and simultaneously constrain the ability of dealers to shift business to alternative lenders who imposed few markup constraints. In particular, Honda Finance could publicly advertise that Honda Finance was leading the industry in offering fairly priced automobile loans. For example, imagine the impact of a Honda Finance commercial that explained:

Honda Finance and Honda dealers are committed to honest credit practices. Honda Finance loans clearly state the dealership’s total compensation for helping you arrange your loan. When you finance through Honda Finance at a Honda dealership, you can be assured that your credit is priced fairly - based on the credit rating you have earned. So next time you’re financing a new car, make sure you demand to see the Honda Finance-certified compensation statement that is part of every Honda Finance loan.

Such an ad would tend to limit dealers’ ability to shift loan business to less scrupulous lenders. Pre-purchase advertising is already intentionally used in part to have just this effect. Consumers who become aware from a commercial that a specially advertised rate is available are more likely to come

---

Honda Finance currently imposes a 2 point cap for two of its preferred new car tiers and for its entire used car program. However, it has offered no economic justification for allowing 3.5% markups for on standard tier new car loans – which disproportionately go to African-American borrowers.
into the dealership asking about the advertised Honda Finance rate and are more likely to question
the dealer who tries to substitute another lenders’ loan that offers a higher A.P.R. Similarly, the
foregoing “honest credit practices” ad will cause some consumers to demand a Honda Finance-
certified compensation statement when financing with a Honda dealership and are more likely to
question whether an alternative lender is paying the dealer an undisclosed kickback for arranging
the loan. 35

The point of imagining the effects of such an advertisement is not to be so presumptuous as
to suggest that I have identified the most effective “ad copy” for these purposes. Instead, the purpose
in this sub-section – as in the larger discussion – is to show that there are multiple dimensions of
behavior that would likely reduce the observed racial markup disparities. Many of these dimensions
– including markup caps, limiting dealership compensation and pre-purchase advertisements – have
some antecedents in the defendant’s own behavior and thus would only require extensions and
strengthening of pre-existing policy.

The six different types of policies discussed in this section used jointly or severally would
still allow Honda Finance to base its lending decision on borrower characteristics that have a
“demonstrable relationship to a determination of creditworthiness.” ECOA Regulation B 202.2(y).
These disparity reducing policies would not interfere with Honda Finance’s legitimate business
needs to cover its costs of doing business and to earn a reasonable profit. Put simply, limiting
dealers’ discretion to charge excessive (supra-competitive) markups can reduce racial disparities

35 The Scion Internet service is another way of assuring customers that the dealer will
not be able to inflate the interest rate. Since the applicant learns of his or her qualified APR before
entering the dealership, he or she can rest assured that it is in some sense a certified rate.
without impeding Honda Finance's or dealers' legitimate business needs.  

IV. CAUSAL THEORIES OF THE RACIALLY DISPARATE FINANCE CHARGE MARKUPS

Providing possible causal explanations for the substantial racial disparities found is probative that the racial disparities themselves exist in that it offers a credible and compelling explanation for how Honda Finance's finance process itself could have given rise to the disparate impact uncovered in Dr. Cohen's statistical analysis. In fact, anecdotal and ancillary evidence is often introduced to support and explain statistical proof. This section discusses evidence supporting two broad causal explanations for the racial disparities in finance charge markups uncovered in Dr. Cohen's expert report.

A. Racially Influenced Decisionmaking

Honda Finance's policy of granting substantial credit-pricing discretion to dealerships is likely a direct cause of the racial disparity. Honda Finance's policies authorize and encourage the dealerships to mark up a substantial number of loans to both white and African-American borrowers.

36 The tailoring of these injunctive solutions does not require fact-intensive inquiry into the thought processes of dozens or hundreds of individual finance managers. Since the hallmark of these interventions is to move to a system with less subjective and less discretionary decisionmaking exercised by individual dealerships, the information necessary to tailor such a remedy should also be amenable to a fact-finding process based on more aggregated analysis of the effects of particular injunctive remedies.

37 See, e.g., Perez v. F.B.I., 707 F. Supp. 891, 900-901 (W.D. Tex. 1988), aff'd 956 F.2d 265 (CA 5 1992) ("[A]necdotal testimony provides the context by which to understand statistical models. Conversely, the statistical picture provides a context by which to understand the detailed histories of class members. Similar to the axiom about the view of the 'forest and the trees,' each bears scrutiny and prudent persons apply the lessons of one view to interpret the other."); Int'l Bhd. of Teamsters v. Unites States, 431 U.S. 324, 339 (1977)(anecdotal evidence"bring[s] the cold numbers convincingly to life").
This and the next subsection explore two theories to explain how the defendant's policy of authorizing subjective dealership markups might have caused dealerships to impose disparate finance charge markups on African-American borrowers. The first theory is that racially-contingent pricing decisions by dealers is responsible for a portion of the racial disparity; the second is that non-race inferences by dealers about the potential to charge supra-competitive markups account for a portion of the disparity.

The theory that the racial disparities in finance charge markups are the by-product (at least in part) of racially influenced credit pricing decisions in no way implies that dealerships must harbor animus toward African-Americans or that they are engaging in intentional discrimination. There are, for example, a number of studies that have found that economic decisionmakers are influenced by racially conscious or unconscious stereotypes. For example, the Implicit Attitudes Tests (which can be completed in less than 5 minutes on the Internet) suggest that many people of professed goodwill find it impossible not to treat African-American pictures differently than white pictures when asked to perform a simple sorting exercise. These tests are part of a growing literature documenting unconscious bias against African-Americans. These studies are relevant to this

---


39 See https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/

litigation because, to the extent that economic decisionmakers often harbor biased or unconscious racial stereotypes, it becomes more plausible that the subjective pricing process that Honda Finance has established for setting loan terms (in which a dealership can often plausibly deny that its treatment of a individual consumer was based on some attribute other than race) might mask what are in fact racially influenced decisions. In *Watson v. Fort Worth Bank & Trust*, 487 U.S. 977 (1988), the Supreme Court's recognition of the existence of subconscious stereotypes was cited as one of the reasons for approving the use of a disparate impact analysis to evaluate subjective decisionmaking processes at issue in that case. *Id.* at 990 (“Furthermore, even if one assumed that any such discrimination can be adequately policed through disparate treatment analysis, the problem of subconscious stereotypes and prejudices would remain.”)

My own analysis of dealer vehicle pricing indicates that dealers harbor different beliefs about African-American and white willingness to bargain and their willingness to pay high markups. The same stereotyped perceptions that I have shown may have contributed to racial disparities in the pricing of vehicles may also contribute to racial disparities concerning finance charge markups.

1. *Evidence of Race-Contingent Vehicle Pricing*

There are a variety of different types of academic studies suggesting that automotive dealerships charge different prices for vehicles based on the race of the consumer. While none of

---


My manager had, at one point, described the different races and nationalities and what they were like as customers. It would be too inflammatory to repeat what he said here. But the gist of it was that the people of such-and-such nationality were "lie downs" (people who buy without negotiating), while the people of another race were "roaches" (they had bad credit), and people from that country were "mooches" (they tried to buy the car for invoice price).
these studies constitutes direct evidence that Honda dealerships in this case charged African-Americans higher finance charge markups because of their race, the evidence of pervasive race-contingent decisionmaking by industry participants with respect to other aspects of a purchase transaction lends support to the notion that dealerships engage in racially influenced decisionmaking with regard to imposing finance charge markups. Put simply, if dealerships charge African-Americans greater amounts than whites in the front end of the transaction (where the vehicle price is determined), it is more likely that they charge African-Americans more than whites in the back end of the transaction (where the finance terms are determined).

The most controlled evidence that African-Americans are charged more than whites by automobile dealers for a new vehicle price comes from audit tests I conducted of more than 200 dealerships in the Chicago area and have described in a series of publications. These studies found

---

42 In the audit tests (as with “fair housing” testing), a African-American and a white tester are sent to each dealership and bargain using a uniform script to test whether they are offered different prices. The audit was structured to control for a plethora of non-race factors, including tester age (all testers were twenty-four to twenty-eight years old); education (all testers had three or four years of college education); dress (all testers wore casual “yuppie” sportswear); transportation (all testers drove to the dealerships in similar used rental cars of the same model and year); economic class (all testers volunteered that they could finance the car themselves); occupation (if asked by a salesperson, each tester said that he or she was a young urban professional); address (if asked by the salesperson, each tester gave an address for an upper-class, Chicago neighborhood); attractiveness (all testers were subjectively selected for average attractiveness). The testers were trained for two days before visiting the dealerships. The testers were not told that the research was intended to test for race and gender discrimination. The testers did not even know that another tester would be negotiating at each of the dealerships. The testers were told only that the research was investigating how dealers negotiate. The training included not only memorizing the tester script but also participating in mock negotiations designed to help testers gain confidence and learn how to negotiate and answer questions uniformly. The training emphasized uniformity in cadence and inflection of tester response. In addition to spoken uniformity, the study sought to achieve tester uniformity in non-verbal behavior. The tester script was also designed to promote tester uniformity through silence. The testers volunteered very little information and were trained to feel comfortable with periods of silence. The script anticipated that the sellers would ask questions and gave the testers a long list of contingent responses to questions that might be asked. See Ian Ayres, Pervasive Prejudice?: Non-Traditional Evidence of Race and Gender Discrimination
strong and pervasive evidence that dealerships engaged in racially influenced decisionmaking in the prices they offered consumers. The most controlled (and therefore authoritative) audit test found that dealerships asked African-American males and females to pay respectively $1133 and $465 more than similarly situated white males who used the same bargaining strategy.

I have also written extensively about what may have caused this pricing disparity -- the cause of the cause, if you will, of racially disparate pricing. The evidence, while more tentative, points to a number of partial explanations: (1) the "consequential" animus of dealers -- dealers behave as if they gain more utility from extracting an extra dollar from African-Americans than from white customers; (2) dealer perception that African-Americans are more likely to consent to "home run" profits; and (3) dealership perception that African-Americans have higher costs of bargaining.\textsuperscript{43}

A book of mine also includes a meta analysis of four different studies of racial disparities in vehicle pricing -- including two new studies of consummated transactions.\textsuperscript{44} The racial disparities produced by the four different studies consistently point in the same direction (see Table 1, infra Exh. 4). The overall lesson of this meta analysis is that both the audit and non-audit (consummated transaction) studies have produced consistent evidence that African-American men and women are asked to pay hundreds of dollars more than their white male and female counterparts and that these differentials, in aggregate and for all but one of the individual studies, are statistically significant.


\textsuperscript{44} In the audit tests, the testers solicited offers from dealerships, but did not actually purchase cars. In contrast, the studies of consummated transactions tested for racially disparate pricing in actual sales.
Since the publication of my _Pervasive Prejudice_ book, there has been further collaboration of this evidence. Fiona Scott Morton, Florian Zettlemeyer and Jorge Silva-Risso (SZS) – using J.D. Powers data – analyzed data on 671,468 consummated car purchases at 3,562 dealerships concerning purchases made between January 1, 1999 and February 28, 2000. They found that black purchasers are expected to pay approximately $456 more than white purchasers, and this result is statistically significant.

The SZS study is also important because it tested whether purchasers who used _Autobytel_, the largest Internet referral service at the time received systematically different deals. In particular, they tested whether there were fewer racial disparities because the service may have negotiated better terms with the dealership and because the dealership may have had a weaker racial signal than in face-to-face transactions.

Their results are striking. They found that _Autobytel_ users paid approximately $273 less (1.2%) than non- _Autobytel_ users. Moreover, they found a marked decline in racial disparities –

---

45 See Fiona Scott Morton, Florian Zettlemeyer & Jorge Silva-Risso, _Consumer Information and Discrimination: Does the Internet Affect the Pricing of New Cars to Women and Minorities?_, 1 Quantitative Marketing and Economics 65 (2003). SZS did not observe the gender or race of the bargainers. They inferred the gender of the titled purchaser by making probabilistic inferences about the purchaser’s first name, and they made inferences about the purchaser’s race by exploiting census data about the racial composition of the ““block group” (on average 1100 people) where the purchaser resided.

46 Literally a purchaser from an all black block group is predicted to pay $456 more than a purchaser from an all white block group.

47 See SZS, at 27 (Table 5, col. 1).

48 The race of purchasers in _Autobytel_ transactions might still be inferred by residence and at times by telephonic inferences. Also _Autobytel_ may not be able to protect purchasers from racial disparities in negotiating the price of a trade-in that must be done on a face-to-face basis.

49 _Id_. at 28 (Table 6, col. 1).
with African American users paying only $68 more than white users (compared to $456 differential found in traditional sales).\textsuperscript{50} SZS shows once again that in traditional new car negotiations African Americans can be expected to pay hundreds of dollars more than whites. And the Autobytel result is also quite pertinent to this case because it suggests – as did Part IV – that reducing dealerships’ pricing discretion will tend to reduce racial pricing disparities.

The finding of these studies, that dealerships charge African-Americans more for the price of the car, make it more plausible that they charge African-Americans more in finance charge markups. The same perceptions that lead dealerships to charge African-Americans more for the price of the vehicle are likely to lead them to charge African-Americans more in finance charge markups.

A book of mine also includes a detailed analysis of about 1000 consummated sales at a single Atlanta dealership (Sutherlin Mazda) which is especially relevant to the subject at hand because the data separately reports vehicle profit and finance profit. Table 2 (reported infra in Exh. 5) indicates -- using regressions testing for racial differences -- that the disparate total profits stem from disparities in both vehicle and financing profits. For example, the dealership vehicle profits from African-American females are $505 higher than their profits from white male purchasers, and the dealerships’ financing profits (from those 500 some-odd people who financed) are $589 higher for African-American females relative to white male purchasers. Again, these results are highly significant.\textsuperscript{51} Other regressions in the book controlled for a host of other factors and still found that African-Americans paid systematically higher finance profits than white males. Moreover, the data

\textsuperscript{50}Id.

\textsuperscript{51}Note that the total profit coefficients are not merely the sum of the vehicle and financing profit coefficients, because not all purchasers use dealership-arranged financing.
also indicate a positive correlation between the vehicle and financial profits – suggesting that dealers who charge customers more for the vehicle price also charge a higher markup on the loan.

2. Evidence of Race-Contingent Decisionmaking in Other Contexts

While less probative of racially influenced decisionmaking by the dealerships, there are dozens of empirical studies providing evidence of racially influenced decisionmaking in other lending markets. Of particular relevance is a recent study of the Urban Institute.\(^{52}\) The Urban Institute findings were based in part on paired audit testing conducted by the National Fair Housing Alliance that was carried out by people of different racial and ethnic backgrounds in a sample of seven cities. Each group of testers - including one white and one or more minorities - told lenders they had similar credit histories, incomes and financial histories, and had the same type of mortgage needs. The testing found that overall, minorities were less likely to receive information about loan products, and received less time and information from loan officers. Most importantly for our purposes, this audit study found that minorities “were quoted higher interest rates in most of the cities where tests were conducted.”\(^{53}\) These findings of race-contingent decisionmaking in audit

\(^{52}\) Turner, Margery Austin, and Felicity Skidmore, the Urban Institute, Mortgage Lending Discrimination: A Review of Existing Evidence, September 1999.

\(^{53}\) Id. at 8. But see also id. at 36-37 (interest rate offered African-Americans statistically greater than those offered whites only in Atlanta tests). The report also found:

One early analytic study found discrimination against Blacks and Hispanics in interest rates and loan fees but not in loan maturities. Another also found discrimination against Blacks in the setting of interest rates. Both studies used extensive statistical controls to isolate the effect of race and ethnicity from the effects of other factors. Two more recent studies examine discrimination in overages, defined as the excess of the final contractual interest rate over the lender’s official rate when it first commits to a loan. Both of these studies find cases in which the overages charged to Black and Hispanic borrowers are higher than those charged white customers by a small but statistically significant amount.

*Id.* at 19.
studies of offered interest rates by lenders in other markets makes it more plausible that race
influenced decisionmaking could happen in car lending. Indeed, the likelihood that discretionary
systems will be “influenced by bias” is an important reason why defendant (and the industry)
instituted objective credit scoring of applicants. 54

There is also evidence of race-contingent decisionmaking in a variety of other consumer
markets. 55 The evidence in these studies are, of course, of much more attenuated relevance to the
issues which are controverted in this litigation. However, even these studies of different markets are
relevant to showing that (i) market competition does not necessarily drive out discrimination from
consumer markets and (ii) racially influenced decisionmaking is particularly likely to arise in
situations where sellers have unchecked authority and where a consumer has difficulty comparing
the prices that others are charged. Racially influenced decisionmaking is not just something that
occurs with regard to employment or housing.

B. Dealership Inferences About Borrowers’ Willingness to Pay Supra-Competitive Prices

Finally, it is possible that dealerships exercise their authority in ways that are not influenced
by racial stereotypes but which nonetheless give rise to disparate racial impacts. Evidence from both
my audit testing of vehicle price negotiations and the depositions of Honda dealers suggest that it
is particularly likely that dealerships offer high markups to buyers whom they perceive are willing

54 "[An alternative to objective credit scoring] would be purely judgmental
[decisionmaking]. And judgmental is an antiquated way of doing it. I don’t know of any large lenders
that are making purely judgmental decisions. And when it’s judgmental, then there is . . . more apt
to be influenced by bias." See Deposition of Christopher A. O’Bannion in Cason v. NMAC, at 55-56.

55 The two leading review articles are by Peter Siegelman, Race Discrimination in
“Everyday” Commercial Transactions: What Do We Know, What Do We Need to Know, and How
Can We Find Out, in A National Report Card on Discrimination in America: The Role of Testing
(Michael Fix & Margery Austin Turner, eds. 1999); John Yinger, Evidence of Discrimination in
to pay supra-competitive prices. My audit testing of new car dealerships suggests that a substantial part of dealership behavior is an effort to infer which consumers are willing to pay a high price and then to charge them that “home run” amount. My studies suggest that the dealerships’ pricing system was driven by an effort to make revenue-based inference. Indeed, dealers have their own term for making just this type of inference, which they call "qualifying the buyer." "Qualifying" is the process of a dealer inferring how much the buyer is willing and/or able to pay on the basis of the buyer’s observable characteristics and/or the buyer’s answers to a dealer’s questions (e.g., "Have you visited other dealerships?").

This same qualifying process is likely to be at play in the back rooms of the dealership where the terms of financing are determined.

Dealers’ attention to the possibility of obtaining a supra-competitive price is particularly plausible because dealers make a large proportion of both their finance and vehicle profits from a relatively small and concentrated set of consumers. Dealers who make sixty five percent of their markup profit from ten percent of their sales have substantial incentives not to overlook the possibility of a “home run” markup.

Thus, if dealers perceive that consumers with less education are more likely on average to pay a supra-competitive markup, it might be rational to offer higher finance charge markups to all consumers who are perceived by dealers to be less educated. Indeed, this foregoing concentration of finance profits from a few borrowers means that dealers have an incentive to offer higher markups

---

56 See Kurt A. Weiss, Have I Got A Deal For You! (1997).

57 The plausibility of this causal explanation is also supported by a Honda dealer’s own deposition testimony. See Deposition of Richard H. Houchins, 37:15-38:20.

58 In the data analyzed by Dr. Cohen, 10% of Honda Finance borrowers produced 65.3% of the finance charge markups. Cohen Report, Table 6.
to uneducated borrowers even if the average uneducated borrower has a lower willingness to pay a high markup. When profits are concentrated, dealers will tend to focus not on the average willingness of consumers to pay, but on the probability that a subset of particular consumer types will allow the dealer to hit a markup home-run.

The lure of receiving a virtually immediate cash reward for arranging and processing a low marginal cost transaction gives dealerships a strong incentive to troll for high markup borrowers. This trolling for high-margin buyers is likely to disproportionately burden African-American borrowers. Not only did the audit studies indicate that dealerships are likely to infer that African-Americans are more willing to pay higher markups, but dealer perceptions about non-race attributes (such as access to competitive offers) might lead dealerships to impose higher markups on a class of consumers that are disproportionately African-American. Dealership profit maximization inclines the decisionmaking toward revenue-based inferences (as opposed to cost-based inferences) in setting the markup charge and it is my opinion that such inferences likely play a contributory role to the overall racial disparity in finance charge markups.

CONCLUSION

This report has advanced a theory of what does and does not qualify as a business justification under the facts of this case. In essence, it is my opinion that for an attribute to constitute a business justification, the attribute must relate to the expected marginal costs that a borrower is expected to impose on a dealership in arranging and/or processing a loan.

Determining what factors plausibly constitute "legitimate business needs" is important in

---

assessing whether or not common questions of fact predominate. In conducting regression tests of unjustified disparate impacts, it is appropriate to include only those variables that offer a plausible business justification for differential finance charge markups. In fact, it is my opinion that it is necessary to purposefully exclude from such regressions any factors that don’t plausibly constitute a legitimate business need. Accordingly, pinning down a list of plausible factors defines the universe of necessary information for disparate impact analysis. Factors that are not available for inclusion into centralized databases are less amenable to the kind of aggregate statistical analysis that is standard in testing for disparate racial impacts. But it is my opinion that these factors should not be controlled for in statistical analysis and hence data on these factors do not need to be collected.

The report has applied this theory to describe what variables are appropriate to include and exclude from regressions testing for unjustified disparate impacts. I have found that the existing databases are more than adequate to control for all factors that plausibly constitute a legitimate business need. Honda Finance’s “credit scoring system” embodied by its centralized electronic databases contains an abundance of information about the creditworthiness of individual borrowers (even though it is my opinion that it is inappropriate to control for creditworthiness factors because they have already been accounted for in the buy rate and because they are not related to dealer’s cost of arranging loans). And it has been my opinion that it is inappropriate to control for factors that may facilitate a dealership’s ability to extract supra-competitive revenues from borrowers – not because these factors have not affected the ultimate markup – but because they do not plausibly constitute a legitimate business need.
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In re Fare Box Litigation (1989) (testifying expert; re: relevant market and merger to monopoly).

Exhibit 3: DOCUMENTS CONSIDERED

1. Selected Rate Sheets, AHFC Quick Reference Guide & Special APRs
2. Fishback and Willis vs. AHFC, No. 3-02-0490 (M.D.Tenn.), Deposition of Stephen E. Smith.
3. Fishback and Willis vs. AHFC, No. 3-02-0490 (M.D.Tenn.), Deposition of James Ichien.
4. Fishback and Willis vs. AHFC, No. 3-02-0490 (M.D.Tenn.), Deposition of Richard H. Houchins
5. Fishback and Willis vs. AHFC, No. 3-02-0490 (M.D.Tenn.), Deposition of John Oda.
6. Fishback and Willis vs. AHFC, No. 3-02-0490 (M.D.Tenn.), Deposition of Wendi Sheehan.
8. Terry O. Willis Deal Documents, Plt-TWL00001-00005, Crest-00001-000032
9. Charles L. Scott Deal Documents, CHW-CS0001-0028
10. Marcelino F. Cherry Deal Documents, Plt-MC00001-0013, CHERRY0001-0039
11. Honda Retail, Lease, Program and Residual Value Guidebook - Effective May 1, 2003 - June 30, 2003 (AHF002391 - AHF002443)
13. 5/11/04 Deposition of John Oda - Exhibit 12
14. 5/11/04 Deposition of John Oda - Exhibit 13
15. 5/11/04 Deposition of John Oda - Exhibit 14
16. 5/11/04 Deposition of John Oda - Exhibit 15
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## Exhibit 4: TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Group</th>
<th>Chicago “Pilot” Audit (Ayres)</th>
<th>Chicago Full Audit (Ayres/Siegelman)</th>
<th>National CES Consummated Sales (Goldberg)</th>
<th>Atlanta Consummated Sales</th>
<th>Weighted Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White Females</td>
<td>220†</td>
<td>216*</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>-11†ř</td>
<td>85 (113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(129)</td>
<td>(116)</td>
<td>(117)</td>
<td>(97)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>[53]</td>
<td>[244]</td>
<td>[164]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Females</td>
<td>1013***†</td>
<td>465***</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>865***†</td>
<td>756***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(124)</td>
<td>(103)</td>
<td>(525)</td>
<td>(92)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[23]</td>
<td>[60]</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>[224]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$1133***†</td>
<td>$274</td>
<td>$611***†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(136)</td>
<td>(122)</td>
<td>(263)</td>
<td>(96)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>[178]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Males</td>
<td>283***</td>
<td>1133***†</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>611***†</td>
<td>607***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(136)</td>
<td>(122)</td>
<td>(263)</td>
<td>(96)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[18]</td>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>[178]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R-Squared</td>
<td>.37</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes and Sources: This Table is reproduced from Ian Ayres, Pervasive Prejudice (forthcoming 2002).

Col. 1, Ian Ayres, Harvard Law Rev.
Col. 2, Chapter 2, Table 2.1 (Col. 2)
Col. 3, Pinelopi Goldberg, Dealer Price Discrimination in New Car Purchases: Evidence from the Consumer Expenditure Survey, 104 J. POL. ECON. 622 (1996), Table 2, Col. 1 and Table 5. Goldberg's tested for differences between “Minority” and “Non-Minority” purchasers. See supra note 15 and accompanying text.

Col. 4, This chapter, Table 4.4 (Col. 6)

Standard errors in parentheses. Number of observations in brackets.

* = significantly different from zero at the 10% level.
** = significantly different from zero at the 5% level.
*** = significantly different from zero at the 1% level.
† = significantly different from CES (Goldberg) estimate at the 5% level.
Exhibit 5: Table 2

Profit and Markup Regressions Detailing Basic Racial/Gender Disparities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purchaser Type</th>
<th>Vehicle Profit</th>
<th>Finance Profit</th>
<th>Total Profit</th>
<th>Vehicle Markup</th>
<th>Finance Markup</th>
<th>Total Markup</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>229.16***</td>
<td>504.69***</td>
<td>526.25***</td>
<td>.0258***</td>
<td>.0431***</td>
<td>.0510***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(45.84)</td>
<td>(48.95)</td>
<td>(64.43)</td>
<td>(.0064)</td>
<td>(.0052)</td>
<td>(.0079)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Female</td>
<td>-.22.94</td>
<td>57.70</td>
<td>9.17</td>
<td>-.0029</td>
<td>.0088</td>
<td>.0027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(74.14)</td>
<td>(79.32)</td>
<td>(104.21)</td>
<td>(.0103)</td>
<td>(.0084)</td>
<td>(.0128)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Male</td>
<td>405.04***</td>
<td>470.79***</td>
<td>836.81***</td>
<td>.0534***</td>
<td>.0439***</td>
<td>.0931***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(72.32)</td>
<td>(72.16)</td>
<td>(101.65)</td>
<td>(.0100)</td>
<td>(.0077)</td>
<td>(.0124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Female</td>
<td>504.99***</td>
<td>589.01***</td>
<td>1018.40***</td>
<td>.0614***</td>
<td>.0566***</td>
<td>.1098***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(67.73)</td>
<td>(68.18)</td>
<td>(95.21)</td>
<td>(.0094)</td>
<td>(.0072)</td>
<td>(.0116)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>551</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>822</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-squared</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.125</td>
<td>.138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reproduced from Chapter 4 of Ayres, Pervasive Prejudice? (2001)

Standard errors in parentheses.

* = significantly different from zero at the 10% level.
** = significantly different from zero at the 5% level.
*** = significantly different from zero at the 1% level.